the I edcral Open Market Committee (Committee) specified its objectives in terms of new measures of the monetary aggregates, which were released in February 1980.
This article discusses the monet ir~polic~decisions of the Committee during 1980. The Committee specifies its objectives for each calendar year in terms of ranges of growth rates for several monetary aggregates. Policies to be implemented betsveen meetings are stated in terms of growth rates for the monetary aggregates and ranges for the federal funds rate.
Growth rates of the monetary aggregates over 1980 are compared with the announced target ranges for the year to determine how successfully the Federal Reserve controlled money growth on an annual basis. Next, the pattern of money growth during the year is compared with the short-term objectives of the Connnittee, Finally, the current procedure for implementing monetary' policy is described and policy actions analyzed to determine the factors that accounted for the pattern of money growth over the year,
NEW MEASURES OF MONETARY AGGREGATES
In response to significant financial innovations in recent years, the Board of Covernors announced new definitions of the monetary aggregates in February. °T he Committee specified its 1980 objectives for money growth in terms of these new monetary aggregates: M1A. M1B, M2, M3 and commercial hank credit. 
FEDERAL RESERVE SANK OF ST. LOUIS AUGUST/SEPTEMSER lQStOfi
One objective of the revisions was to include in a narrow monetary aggregate the increasing number of transaction-type accounts available at connnercial and mutual savings banks, savings and loan associations and credit unions. The MIA definition of the money stock is the same as old Ml except that it excludes demand deposits held hi--foreign commercial banks and official institutions. The M1B definition includes N-HA plus other checkable deposits, which include automatic transfer service ( ATS ) accounts, negotiable order of withdrawal (NOW) accounts, credit union share drafts, and demand deposits at thrift institutions.
Financial innovations that caused difficulty in interpreting the growth of a narrow monetary aggregate in recent years included the permission for all commercial banks to offer ATS accounts, anti for all depository-institutions in the state of New York to offer NOW' accounts. Both changes occurred in the fail of 1978. The difference between the growth rates of M1A and M1B indicates the problems the Cominittee faced in evaluating the growth of old Ml in 1979 relative to previous years. From IV/1978 IV/ to I\-'/1979 , M1A increased 5 percent -the same as old Ml -compared with a 7.4 percent increase in the previous year.
4 In contrast, the growth of \-l 113 slowed less in 1979, increasing 7.7 percent from IV/1978 to IV/i97 , compared with an 8.2 perctimt increase from IV/1977 to IV/1978. Thus, a small reduction in the rate of money-growth, measured as NI 113, would appear to he a very sharp slowing in money' growth if checkable deposits other than demand deposits at commercial banks are excluded from the measure of the money suppl~-.
Another objective of these revisions was to capture in a broader aggregate the effects of other financial innovations. For example, shares in money market mutual funds and overnight repurchase agreements at commercial banks, which are close substitutes for assets in the narrower aggregates, are iucluded in the new M2 measure.
ANNUAL TARGETS FOR 1980
The Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of 1978 (also called the Humphrey-Hawkins Act) requires the Committee to announce before Congress in Febniai-s' of each year growth ranges for monetary and credit aggregates over the current calendar year. The Comnuttee has chosen to estihhsh these r inges from the fourth quarter of the previous year to the fourth quarter of the current i--ear.
5 These ranges must he reviewed before Congress in July of each year, although the Committee may-reconsider the annual ranges at any tune." The period to which the annual ranges appl~', however, may' not he changed. Thus the base period (the fourth quarter of the prior i--ear) remains the same even if the Committee should change the desired growth rates of the aggregates for the year. In tIme Committee's discussion of the ranges for the coining yeto-, the members agreed that monetary growth should slow ft tither in 1980, following some ciect-leration oyer 1979, in line with the continuing objective of curbing inflation and providing the basis For restoration of economic stability-and sustainable growth in output of goods-and services.
The "Record" of the Committee's February meeting, however, indicates that there were some differences 0 f view regarding the appropriate aggregates to he specified as targets, because of uncertainty about the impact of shifts between savings accounts and interest-earning ATS and NO\-V accounts:
tm Prior to 1979, the Committee adopted one-year growth rates each quarter, and the base period for the annual targets announced each quarter was brought forward to the most recent quarter. This method resulted in a problem referred to as "base rlrift." Growth in an aggregate above (below) an annual growth i-ange in a quarter would raise (lower) the base level for calculation of the next annual growth path. Specification of annual ohieetives iii ternis of calendar year growth rates, which eliminates the base thrift problem within a calendar yean does not solve this prohlem from one calendar year to the iiert, since new ranges are established front the end of each calendar year. rAt its mid-year reyiew of the annual ranges, the Committee also establishes tentative ranges for the monetary aggregates for tIme i-text year -measured from the fourth quarter of the current year to the fourth quarter of the following year. "Record" (April 1980), p.320; and "Monetary Policy Report to Congress," Federal Reserve Bulletin (March 1980), p. 178. 8 "Record" (April 1980) , p. 3W. ;4~'~> :~40<*~,
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-//~~~f~/~a< 0 \~ith respect to NI lA its rosvth would lie dampened in the event of enactment of nationwide 'SOW account legislat'on and, as ssould he p cted -t lamge tnnsfe of funds fsommm demand deposits to NOW 7 ae aunts. In support of retaining NI lA on the list how ever it "-as notcd that enactment of the legislation would teimd to distort growth of M1B also -in the opposite direction a a result of t ansfcrs of funds from -asings deposits to NOW' ieconnts -mnd no doubt is ould lead the Commmtt e to i cconsmder is hatever ranges it adopted at thi meeting.°A s depositors shifted funds from non-interest-earning checking deposits to ATS and NOW accounts M1A would be expected to decline and M1B to incme ise. An analisis hs' the Board staff of mecent eperienee with ATS and NOW accommnts, especially in the Northeast, indicated that the flow of funds froni demand and savings deposits would account for most of the grossth of interest-earning checkable accounts. Surve~sindicated that roughlx two-thuds of the funds flowing into Al S and NOW accounts would from demand deposits tnd roughls one-third from savings deposits. In early 1980, hoss ever the Com-'lb't. mnittee assumed that the public's adjustment process was about complete and that the growth rates of the two aggregates would differ only by about one-half percentage point for the year.iO For this reason, the annual ranges for MJA and M1B announced in February differed by only one-half percentage point.
ACTUAL MONEY GROWTH AND THE ANNUAL RANGES
From the fourth quarter of 1979 to the fourth quarter of 1980, M1A and M1B increased 5 percent and 7.3 percent, respectively. Thus, the growth of M1A was within its preannounc-ed annual range, but the growth rate of M1B exceeded the top of its range by 0.8 percentage points.
Though the Committee's target ranges for the growth of the monetary aggregates in 1980, which were first established at the February meeting. allowed for a difference of only 50 basis points in growth rates of M1A and MIB, the difference turned out to be about 230 basis points. In interpreting the influence of the growth in ATS/NO\-V accounts on the growth of monetary' aggregates in 1980, the Federal Reserve Board estimated that M1A growth was about 125 basis points higher and M1B growth was about 50 basis points lower than the actual recorded data.n Effects of the unanticipated growth of ATS/NOW accounts on the growth of MM and M1B relative to annual ranges are illustrated in chart 1. In those charts the levels of those aggregates are not adjusted for the growth of ATS/NO\-V accounts, hut the dashed lines are the annual ranges adjusted for the growth of ATS/ NOW accounts: the annual growth rates for M1A are reduced by 125 basis points, while those for M1B are increased by 50 basis points. \-Vith the annual ranges adjusted in this manner, the growth rates of M1A and M1B each exceeded the top of their adjusted amiriual ranges by about 25 basis points.
The significance of money growth during 1980 for the rate of inflation depends on how rapid money growth was relative to the trend growth rate of recent i--ears, since the rate of inflation tends to he related to the trend of money growth over several years.
12 In the three years ending IV/1979, M1B increased at an 8 
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- tively (IV/l979 to IV/l980). The growth of bank credit was 8 percent for the year, consistent with the adopted range of 6 to 9 percent.
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The expansion of the broadler monetary aggregates. \l2 an~lM3 (chart 2). also exeeededl targets for the year, increasing 9.8 percent and 10 percent. respee- At each meeting prior to adoptmng the ness ap proach to implementing monetary policy, the Coonnnttee specified its short-run objective for the growth of each monetary aggregate asa range of growth rates over a two-month period (the month of the meeting and the month after the meeting). The range for the growth rates of each monetary aggregate was usually several percentage points wide. The Committee set an intermeeting range for the federal funds rate, which was generally no more than one percentage point wide, and specified an initial level of the federal funds rate that was thought to be consistent with the short-run ranges set for Ml and M2. Growth rates of Ml and M2 relative to the two-month ranges were intended to serve as indicators of when the federal funds rate should he allowed to change within its range. For example, the directive of the Committee from the meeting on September 18, 1979, read:
Earls-in the period before the next regular meeting, System opemm market Operations are to he directed at attaining a weekly average federal funds rate slightly above the' current level. Subsequently, operations shall he directed at mamtainiElg the weekly average federal funds rate within the range of 11.25 to 11.75 pci-c-cut. In dleeidlilmg on the specific objective for the federal funds rate, the Manager for Domestic Operations shall he guided mainly by the relationship between the latest estimates of annual rates of growth in the September-October period of Ml andl M2 and the following i-anges of tolerance: 3 to 8 percent for Ml and 65 to 10.5 percent for M2. If rates of growth of Ml and M2, given approximately equal weight, appear to he close to or beyond the mmpper or lower limits of the indicated ranges, the objective for the funds rate is to he raised or lowered in all orderly fashion within its range.tm 6
The significance of these changes in the directive is that, under the old procedure, open market operations were directed toward maintaining the federal funds rate within a narrow range as long as growth rates of monetary aggregates stayed within specified ranges, whereas, under the new procedure, open market operations are directed toward hitting targeted growth rates for monetary aggregates, as long as the federal funds rate remains in a relatively wide range.
As a result of the changes instituted since October 6, 1.979, the Manager of the System Open Market Account, who is responsible for implementing the Committee's directives, has had to change the focus of domestic open market operations from maintaining a weekly average federal funds rate within a specified range to maintaining the growth of "reserve aggre- The Committee has assigned a less critical role to the federal funds rate in guiding open market operations umider the new operating procedure. The Federal Reserve made the following statement about the role of the constraint on the federal fundls rate in its report to Congress on mnonetary policy in 1980:
The [Commit tee] has continued to set hn-oarl ranges of toleranmem-for money maarket interest rates -generally specified ill ternms of the federal fnmmds rate. These ranges, however, should not he viewed as rigid constraints on the Open Market Desk in its pursuit of reserve paths set to achieve targeted rates of monetary growth. They have not, in practice, served as true constraints ill the period since October 1979, as the Committee typically has altered the ranges when they have become hii ding. But, in a svot-ld of nmneem-tainty about economic and financial relationships, the ranges for interest n-ates have served as a nseful ti-iggering mneehanmison for disemmssioom of the implications of current developtnemmts for policy.
SI-IORT-TERM OBJECTIVES OF THE COMMITTEE IN 1980
The growth rates of the monetary aggregates and the ranges for the federal fnmnds rate specified by the Committee at meetings in 1930 are presented in table 2. Chart 3 displays the weekly average federal funds rate and ranges for the federal funds rate voted hi-' the Committee during 1979 and 1980 . During 1980 Growth Obiectives for Mifi occasions. howevem'. the federal fmuJds rate moved near or outside the ranges specified by the Committee. Consequently, the ranges specified Iw the Committee in 1980 do not appear to have constrained Fedleral Reserve actions in the same manner as urmder the prior operating procedure.
During munch of the i-ear, M1l3 was ommtside the annual target range, plotted in chart 4 as the coot' represemmting growth from I\'/1979 at annual rates bet's-een 4 and 6.5 percemmt. Froom April through Jmmlv, Ml B was helms-the anmmual target range andl, from September thrommgh part of Deeemher, above the annnal target rammge. This fluctuation of Mi 13 ahommt the annual target range indicates either that the Coinmnittee specified short-term objectives for the grow-tb of MIB that were ontsidle the annual target range, d)r that M1B deviated substantially fronm time Committee's short-term objectives during mnmmeh of the year.
Chart 4 presents the relation of the short-termn ohjeetives of the Conunittee to the anmmual target range. and deviations of MIB fromn the short-term objectives. Until late in the fall of 1980. the short-term objectives for MIB were either within the armnual target range or on growth p~Lthsconsistent with returning to the annual range. At the meeting in February, the Coinmnittee voted for growth of Ml.B at about a 5 percent rate from IV/1.979, and at meetings in March and April, for growth from I\T/1979 at a rate of 5 percent or somewhat less, At meetings in May, July and August. the Committee voted for growth rates faster than the annual objectives, to gradually bring M1B from levels below the annual range to within the annual range. rrhds short-termmm objective for Ml B voted at the September meeting implied growth near the top of the annual range. Until the meeting in October, therefore, mnovemnent of Ml B outside the annual target rarmge -reflected deviations of money growth from the short-term ob/eetives.
After the meeting in September, MIB increased rapidhi--, rising several billions of dollars above the
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NOTE, The dashed lieen repres eel g,osrth at MRS t,am the average level 0 t IV/tW9 at a,eaal rates of 4 and 6.5 perce, I. Tb ecaeti,,staos Rite is the meetly average levels at MIb. revised as of Jatoary 981. The short tites "preset I the levels oR MiB implied by the short-term abi ecettesof the Comm,ftee. It specifyteg short-term oblechres tar growth at the monetary aggregates at each meeiitg, the Committee spec ities a, initial period, a termi,,al pe'iad, and desired g,owth ralet to, eoch aggregate. The short lines i,dicate levels ot Mm derived by e,ttapatatitg growth from the initial periods at the ,ates deni,ed by the Commiteee. Levels at MIS derived by such extrapolation are planed to, only those meets betv,e,, Committee men tiegs to which they apply-Levels at M1E it the initial periods from which Mt Ris e,trapaloted are at at the Joeua,y 1981 revision.
aimnual target range. At meetings in October and Novemnher, the Committee specified growth rates of the aggregates from the average level of September; consequently, the short-term objectives for M1B voted at those meetings imnplied levels above the aunuai target range. The discussion at the Comnonittee mneetings in October and Novetnber, summnam-izedl in the appendix. indicates that Conunittee mnembers were coimeermmed about the effects of increases in interest rates that mnight have resulted frommm a policy of hrimmging money growth dlown to within the annual range.
TIlE USE OF THE NESS' PROCEDURE
TO CONTROL MONEY GROWTH
The wide fluctuations of M1B about the annual target range over most of i.980 reflected deviatidmns of MIB from the short-term objectives of the Committee. In anahyzing monetary policy actions in 1980, therefore, it is important whether the deviations of M1.B from the short-term objectives reflect problems \vith the control of money grosvth that are basic to the procedure, or reflect constraints placed on the use of the procedure that are not explicitly stated in the directives of the Committee.
The procedure for implementing monetary policy adopted on October 6, 1979, involves using open ket operations to meet specific objectives for the levels of nonborrowed reserves (NBR). Prior to October 6, 1979, in contrast, the objective of open market operations was to keep the federal funds rate within the range specified B the Committee at the last meeting. Because the objective of open market operations under the current operating procedure is to control NI3R, the federal funds rate changes in the direction of changes in the demand for reserves. The major p0 1 -icy actions under the current operating procedure are changes in the objective for NBR and changes in the discount rate.
Determi-ning Objectives for Nonhorrowed Reserves
Decisions of the Committee implicit 1 -' dletermine the objectives for NBR. The staff calculates the ilveritge levels of the mneenetamy aggregates on a seasonally a~1 jtisted basis over the wee-ks until tlte next immtemnneetittg period thtmt are implied by' the vote of the Committee for growtlm rates of the aggregates-Average levels of the aggregates on a seasottally adjnsted basis are commverted tt) average levels Of) im noimseasonallv adjntsted basis -Crowth of currency no a nonseason~mllv adjusted basis is estimated for the iritertoeeting period and subtracted Iron) the non--seasonally adjusted levels of the monetary aggregates associated with) the vote (If the Comntnittee. The rest of the estimatiot) proeedlnre involves estimating the average level of 'i'R that xvonld tetmd to yield 1 the average levels etf tite mootmetary aggregates voted by the Cototoittee, less estimated eimrreney-. That estimate of~inelmtdes:
(1) am~estimate of required reserves (SrI liabilities of tiepository i nstittt tidml 15 I tot itmelndied in tIme mom ld~tam-y aggregates (such as large ect-tificates etf deposit (2) reriuired reserves On the level of tr~ntsaetiotl die-posits implicitly voter 1 1 t the Cootto ittee-, The initial specifications of the path levels for TR and NBR are generally made on Friday after a Committee meeting. The Federal Reserve staff also makes a projection of what TR will be over the intermeeting period. Projections and path levels for TR are respeeifled approximately once each week. Projections of TB are respecified on the basis of additional information about the demand for reserves, and changes in the TB path are based on additional information about the relation between the monetary aggregates and TB. These so-called multiplier adjustments change the NBR path by the same amount as the TB path, and the weekly objectives for NBB are respecifled such that the average of NBR over the period will equal the new path level.
If the revised projection of TB is substantially different from the new specification of TB, the NBB path might be changed to keep TB closer to path, reducing (increasing) the NBB path if TB are projected to be above (below) the TB path. On several occasions the NBR path was changed in this manner between Committee meetings by the senior Board staff and the management of the Open Market Desk, in consultation with the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board.
Controlling Money Growth by Targeting on Nonborrowed Reserves
Projections of average levels of TR over intermeeting periods provide a guide to policy actions. A deviation of a projection of TB from the path level indicates that changes in the supply of NBR or the discount rate are appropriate to avoid a deviation of money growth from the short-term objectives of the Committee. If TR are projected to exceed the TB path, appropriate actions would be to reduce the path level for NBR, raise the discount rate, or both. Reducing the NBB path with the TB path unchanged involves increasing the implied level of borrowings. Reductions in the NBR path and increases in the discount rate tend to increase the federal funds rate and reduce the amount of reserves demanded by the banking system. If, in contrast, TB are projected to be below path, the actions that would be appropriate to speed the return of the money stock to the targeted level are to increase the NBB path, reduce the discount rate, or both.
There are various reasons why money growth might have deviated from the short-term objectives of the Commuittee under this operating procedure. One reason could have been that the path levels for TB were inconsistent with the short-term objectives for money growth, even after adjustments during intermeeting periods. With errors in specifying TB paths, the Federal Beserve could have taken actions to keep TB near path levels and yet miss the objectives for money growth.
Another possibility is that, even if the TB paths were specified accurately, errors in projecting TB could have caused the Federal Beserve to take actions that turned out to be inappropriate for keeping TB near the path level. A final possibility is that projections of TB relative to path levels indicated the actions that would have been appropriate to meet the short-term objectives for money growth, but for some reason, those actions were not taken.
EXPERIE?CE WITH MONETARY CONTROL UNDER THE RESERVE TARGETING PROCEDURE
In most intermeeting periods, the path levels and projections of TB were reasonably accurate. Thus, the differences between the projections and path levels of TB generally indicated the nature of policy actions that would have been appropriate to keep money growth from deviating substantially from short-term objectives.
A notable exception to this general conclusion applies to the intermeeting period that began shortly after the imposition of credit controls. The Federal Reserve did not accurately project the effects of credit controls on the demand for reserves during that period; consequently, the differences between projections and path levels of TB did not indicate the actions that would have been necessary to prevent the decline of the money supply below target during that period. With the exception of this period, beginning shortly after the imposition of credit controls, money growth deviated most from the short-term objectives of the Committee in those periods in which the Federal Reserve did not take the actions that the procedure indicated as appropriate for hitting money targets.
The large deviations of money growth from shortterm objectives occurred when interest rates were changing rapidly. In contrast, money growth was closest to short-term objectives in the summer, when short-term interest rates were below the discount rate and were relatively stable. A reluctance to take actions indicated by the procedure as appropriate for hitting money targets when short-term interest rates were 
CONCLUSIONS
Over the year 1980, the Federal Reserve achieved a small reduction in the trend rate of money growth relative to recent years. Growth rates of M1B and M2, however, exceeded their annual target ranges. Thus, the Federal Reserve did not achieve the degree of deceleration in money growth that it annonneed as its objective for the year.
Money growth was highly variable during the year, falling below the annual target range during April through July, and rising above the annual range in September through part of December. Until the fall of 1980, the short-term objectives of the Committee were either within the annual target range, or consistent with returning money growth to the annual target range. In the fall, however, the Committee voted for the growth of M1B to exceed the top of the annual range, in recognition of a larger than anticipated shift of savings deposits into ATS accounts and concern for the effects of a more restrictive policy on short-term interest rates. Thus, the fact that money growth for the year exceeded the top of the annual target range reflects decisions of the Committee in weighing objectives for monetary control, adjustments to annual money targets for growth of ATS/NOW accounts, and concern about volatility in interest rates.
The record of policy actions under the reserve targeting procedure reflects additional dimensions of monetary policy decisions in 1980. The largest deviations of money growth from the Committee's shortterm objectives occurred when the Federal Reserve failed to take the type of actions that the reserve targeting procedure indicated as appropriate to keep money growth near the short-term objectives. Experience with the reserve targeting procedure does not support the view that fluctuations of the money supply in 1980 reflect problems with monetary control that are basic to the operating procedure. The Federal Reserve has indicated that better short-term control of money growth, using the current procedure, requires more prompt adjustment of the NBB path relative to the TR path, or more prompt adjustment of the discount rate. Thus, short-term monetary control may be improved under the reserve targeting procedure in 1981 and in future years.
January 8-9 Meeting'
Staff projections suggested that a contraction in real GNP would develop in the first quarter of 1980. Price increases were projected to accelerate in the early part of the year, due mainly to substantial increases in energy prices. Since the previous meeting, interest rates had fluctuated over a wide range, but rates were, nevertheless, less volatile than during the period just after October 6, 1979, when the Federal Reserve announced changes in its monetary policy operating procedures.2 On balance, interest rates had declined slightly since the Committee's last meeting.
The Committee specified growth for the first quarter of 1980 at an annual rate of between 4 and 5 percent for Ml and 7 percent for M2. The federal funds constraint of 11.50 percetit to 15.50 percent originally adopted at the October 6, 1979, meeting was kept intact.
February 4-5 Meeting 3
Staff projections continued to suggest that real growth would contract moderately in the period ahead, and that inflation would continue to be rapid due to increases in energy costs. International tensions (in particular, the Russian invasion of Afghanistan) were adding a major degree of uncertainty in projecting output and prices. Most members thought that a moderate contraction in real output was likely in 1980. Over the intermeeting period, long-term interest rates had risen about one percentage point.
At this meeting, both short-term and long-term ranges for the aggregates were specified in terms of the newly defined aggregates. Consequently, the staff of the Open Market Desk now had to formulate interineeting paths of total and nonbon-owed reserves consistent with the Committee's short-run objectives for the new aggregates.
The Committee adopted short-term objectives of 4.5 percent and 5 percent for M1A and M1B, respectively. Several members dissented from these actions because they felt interest rates were not exerting enough restraint and that credit was readily available (see table 2 in text).
During the period between the February 4-5 meeting and the next scheduled meeting in mid-March, two conference calls among Committee members were held to discuss the federal funds rate constraint of 11.50 to 15.50 percent that had been in place since October 6, 1979. The federal funds rate had risen to almost 15 percent after mid-February, and member bank borrowings had increased as the spread between the federal funds rate and the discount rate widened. Incoming data also suggested that M1A and M1B were growing at rapid rates in February. The Committee voted on February 22 to temporarily raise the upper end of the federal funds rate range to 16,50 percent until the situation could be reassessed. The range was further widened to 11.50-18 percent in a telephone conference of March 7. The "Record" of that meeting states:
On March 6 the federal funds generally traded around 17 percent, despite sizable reserve-supplying operations by the System, and time Manager advised that in his opinion additional leeway above the existing upper limit of 16.50 percent was needed for operational flexibility in meeting reserve objectives. 4
Match 18 Meeting 5
On March 14, President Carter announced a series of monetary and credit control actions in accordance with the legal authority granted to the President under the Credit Control Act of 1969. The Board of Governors imposed reserve requirements and special deposit requirements on certain types of consumer credit and managed liabilities of commercial banks, lbid.,p. 332. Money growth rates referred to imi this appendix are taken from the published minutes of the Conmmittee's meetings for i980 and, therefore, mnay not correspond to muore recent benchmnark revisions. The data reflect information available to the Comusittee at the titne of the meetings. a surcharge of 3 percent on frequent borrowers from the discount window, a special deposit requirement on money market funds, and a voluntary restraint program for the growth of total loans of commnercial banks (see table 3 in text for a chronological sumnnary of these actions). This program was later viewed by the Committee as having played a greater role than had been anticipated by affecting the demand for credit and the flow of funds between financial institutions.a Information available at this meeting indicated that real output was continuing to grow in the first quarter. In light of the credit control package announced just a few days before the meeting, however, Committee members continued to stress the unusual degree of uncertainty which affected forecasts of the economy. In its discussion of the near term, the Committee noted that the growth of M1A and M1B over the first two months of the year had exceeded growth rates that were considered consistent with objectives established for the December to March period. Most members favored extending by one quarter the short-term growth rates adopted for the first quarter. There was some sentiment for seeking even slower rates of money growth over the first half of the year to underscore support for the new anti-inflation program.
Members differed in their views regarding the range for the federal funds rate to be adopted for the short-run directive. Since the conference calls during the previous intermeeting period had resulted in changes of the upper limit, the range had been widened from 4 to 6.50 percentage points (from 11.50-15.50 percent to 11.50-18 percent). Some members sought to retain the widened range, while others wanted to restore a 4 percentage-point band. The Committee adopted a range of 13-20 percent, noting that procedures had been established for changing ranges between meetings when such changes seemed appropriate to the Committee.
April 22 Meeting
Although it was known that real gross national product had grown in the first quarter at about a 1 percent annual rate, infom-mation available at this meeting suggested that economic activity had begun to decline near the end of that period and that economic activity would continue to decline for°"
Mouetary Policy Report to Congress," Federal Reserve Bulletin (March 1981), pp. 198-99. "Record" (June 1980), pp. 484-89. 16 several quarters. Price indices were rising at about a 12 percent annual rate in the first quarter. Interest rates had declined considerably during the intermneeting period, after reaching new highs in late March and early April. The prime rate reached 20 percent, but had fallen slightly from that level by the time of the meeting. In March M1A and M1B declined at annual rates of 3.5 percent and 2 percent, respectively, after expanding at rates of 12 percent in Februaiy.
Most members of the Committee favored retaining the short-run objectives for money growth adopted at the prior meeting. Some members, however, were concerned that further declines in interest rates might be misinterpreted by market participants as an "easing" of monetary policy.
It was obsen'ed that a significant decline in interest rates, if that were to occur in coming weeks, should he regarded as a consequence of the Comumittee's continuing emphasis On its announced objectives for achieving limited monetary growth and not as a shift toward a stimulative policy. The Committee's monetary objectives should he perceived as fully consistent with a moderation of inflationary forces over time as well as with resistance to recessionary tendencies in the short run. 8
In light of the outlook for a lower federal funds rate in the weeks immediately ahead, the Committee lowered the upper limit of the federal funds rate range from 20 percent to 19 percent, but did not change the lower bound of 13 percent. During a telephone conference call on May 6, the Committee reduced the lower limit of the range for the federal funds rate to 10.50 percent.
May 20 Meeting 9
Evidence accumulated since the last meeting indicated that economic output in the second quarter would decline markedly. In foreign exchange markets, the dollar had declined over most of the previous four weeks; the trade-weighted value of the dollar had fallen about 3.5 percent since the Committee's last meeting.
All of the major monetary aggregates had declined in April, with M1A and M1B declining at annual rates of 18.5 percent and 14.5 percent, respectively, while M2 fell at a 3 percent annual rate. These aggregates fell to levels well below the paths established ihid.,p. 487. earlier by the Committee. These declinc-s were also accompanied by major declines in both short-term and long-term interest rates.
The Committee adopted an approach of gradual return to the monetary growth paths consistent with the year's annual targets. The Committee directed operations to achieve growth of MIA, M1B. and M2 over May and June at annual rates of 7 to 7.5 percent, 7.5 to $ percent, and about 8 percent, respectivclv. There svere differing views, however, on how aggressively these objectives for the growth of the monetary aggregates should be pursued if the federal funds rate declined sharply.
Concern~vas expt-cssecl that a more aggressive approacim would lead to si cli slmarp declines in the federal funds rate and other short-term interest mates in the period immuecliately ahead that there could be a perverse inmpact on lommg-term iimtcrest rates by cxacerbatiug inflationary expectatiomms, and there could also he strong adverse effects on the value of the dollar i'm foreign exchange markets. Moreover, aggressive efforts to promnote monetary growth might have to he reversed before long, perhaps leadimmg to sigmmificammt i,mcm'cases i'm interest rates in a penod of substantial ,veakmmess in the economy, The possibility was also suggested that the demand for money had shifted dow,mward once agaimm, so that vigorous efforts in the short rum, to bring monetary growth into line with the Comnmnittee's lon gem-run objectives could result in excessive creation of mnoney. 10
July 9 Meeting anti Mid-Year Review"
The Committee noted that the growth of M1A and Mill had accelerated in June to annual rates of 13.8 percent and 16,8 percent, respectively, following little change in May and sharp contraction in April. The growth of M2 also accelerated to a 17.3 percent annual rate in June, up from a rate of 8.8 percent in May and a smnall decline in April. Although market interest rates declimmecl cormsiderably-in late May and the first half of June, mnarket rates were again beginning to rise.
Staff projections of the economy indicated that the decline in GNP for the second quarter was larger than previously anticipated. Declines in real growth were expected to continue throughout the end of the year, and a recovery was forecast to begin at the beginning of 1981.
The Committee agreed that open muarket operations for the third quarter should he geared to '°ll,id pp. 567-68, ''"Record" (September 1980) , pp. 747-54 ammd "Monetary Policy Report to Congress," Federal Rc'scrce Bulletin (July 1980), pp. 531-42. achieving gm-owth rates of M1A, M1B, and M2 at annual rates of about 7 percent, 8 percent and 8 percent, respectively. However, in light of the shortfall in money growth over the first half of the 'ear, the Committee would accept faster growth. It was noted at this time that growth of the narrow aggregates might fall near the lower bounds of their respective annual ranges.
In July of each year, the Committee must review for Congress its monetary growth ranges for the year, and provide a preliminary indication of its ranges for the next year. At its July 9 meeting, the Committee reviewed the annual ranges adopted at its February meeting, and analyzed the growth of the monetary aggregates over the first half of the year. The expansion of M1A and M1B over the first two quarters had fallen substantially below the long-run growth paths established by the Committee in February. The growth of M2, on the other hand, was stronger and by mid-year was near the midpoint of its range.
The Committee examined annual targets for the growth of the monetary aggregates in terms of the relative growth rates of M1A and M1B (as affected by the shift into NOW and ATS accounts), and concluded that "imm view of recent evidence of a preference for interest-bearing transactions accounts over demand deposits that was greater than anticipated, it appeared likely that MIB wonid gm-ow somewhat faster relative to M1A than had been projected earlier irm the year."
2 There was general agreement, however, that the growth of these accounts was not "large enough to justify 'fine-tuning' the growth ranges at the expense of causing public confusion about the meaning of the adjustmnents."lS The Committee voted to retain the targets for 1930 as adopted at its February meeting. In reaffirmning these ranges, it was recognized that the growth rates of M1A and M1B mnight fall below the midpoints of their ranges for the year.
In its discussion of growth ranges for 1931, the Committee agreed that further reduction in money growth from the ranges established for 1930 would he appropriate. Committee members disagreed, however, about specific objectives for the growth of the aggregates in 1931, because they expected institutional changes resulting from the Monetary Control Act of 1930 (MCA) to blur the meaning of the narrow aggregates in 1981: 1C"Record" (September 1980), p. 750. m~I bid
In particular, relationships among the aggregates will he affected by introduction of NOW accounts on a nationwide basis as of December 31, 1980, as author- ized by that act. During 1981, shifts of funds from demand deposits to NOW accounts are likely to he substantial, and will retard the growth of M1A. At the same time, transfers from savings deposits and other interest-hearing assets to NOW accommnts \vill enhance the growth of MIB. To the extent timat funds are shifted immto NOW accounts from other deposit components of M2 and M3, gro\vth of these aggregates will he unaffected.' 4
The Committee decided not to announce precise target ranges for 1981 due to the uncertainty surrommnding the possible impact of the MCA on the relationship among the aggregates. After monetary oversight hearings before the Senate and House banking committees, however, the Committee later that month announced more specific objectives: ranges for the growth of M1A, MIB and M2 for 1981 would be reduced "on the order of 1/2 percentage point from the ranges adopted for 1980, abstracting from institutional influences affecting the behavior of the aggregates." (Italics added.)
August 12 Meeting"
Early in the intermeeting period, the monetary aggregates grew slightly faster than the rates specified by the Committee for the period from June to September. At its July meeting, the Committee had agreed that moderately faster growth than the shortrun targets would be acceptable. Later in the intermeeting period, both M1A and MIB appeared to be growing considerably faster than their specified rates. The growth rates of M1A and M1B from the fourth quarter of 1.979 through July, ho\vever, were still below rates consistent with the Committee's ranges for the year. Market interest rates had risen during the intermeeting period; short-term interest rates increased about 50 basis points and long-term rates about 75 basis points. The staff projected that real CNP would continue to decline through the end of the year, hut not as rapidly as the preliminary estimate of a reduction in real GNP at a 9J percent annual rate for the second quarter.
In its deliberations on the short-run aggregate directive, the Committee took note of a staff analysis which suggested that, if third quarter growth continued for M1B, that aggregate would be near thẽ~J bjd Ilibid., p. 753. tm~" Record"(October 1980), pp. 835-39. 20 midpoint of its annual range by' the fourth quarter: the growth of M2 woimid he at the upper end of its range. In Jrmly M1A and M1B grew at annual mates of about 7.5 percent amid 10.8 percent. respectivel-, and M2 grew at a 17 percent rate.
Some members expressed concern that a short-run target for M1A appreciably-belosv the 7 percent rate voted at the prior meeting would cause further imicreases in interest rates at a time when the longerrun targets did not clearly' suggest the need for reduced growth in the monetary aggregates.' 7 The Comnmnittee voted for a slightly redm,mced rate of growth for M1A (6.5 percent) over the third quarter and higher rates for MIB and M2 (9 percent and 12 percent, respectively). A federal fmmnds rate range of 8 to 14 percent was adopted.
September 16 Meeting"
Staff projections reviewed at this meeting suggested that the economy would recover by' the end of the year. Declines in real GNP for the third quarter were expected to be less pronounced than had been thought just a month earlier. The Committee, for the most part, shared the outlook that the economy' was somewhat stronger than had been anticipated previously, and sonic members believed the economy was stronger than the staff was projecting. There was broad agreement, though, on the staff estimate of only' modest gains in the economy in 1981.
The growth of M1A and M1B accelerated in August to annual rates of abommt 19.5 percent and 22 percent, respectively, and M2 grew at a 14.3 percent rate. It was then evident that policy over the period ahead should be directed toward a deceleration in money growth in order to achieve the Committee's objectives for the year. For the period from the fommm-th quarter of 1979 through August, the growth of M1A was in the lower half of the Commnittee's longrun range, but M1B was in the upper half of its range, and M2 was somewhat above the upper limit of its range. Market interest rates exhibited wide fluctuations in the intermeeting period, but on balance bad risen since the last meeting.
Although there xvas broad agreement that tary expansion should he reduced in the ahead, views differed concerning the specific run growth objectives to be adopted. One mrlbid,, p. 838. moneperiod shortgroup I favored growth rates on the lower side of the ranges discussed at the meeting, emphasizing "the need for a policy' posture that would minimize any risk of exacerbating inflationary forces in the economy or worsening inflationary expectations."°Another group favored more rapid rates of money growth (hut less rapid than the July-September period) and appeared to be concerned about a recent rise in interest rates, since "these increases might well begin to reduce money and credit demands over the months ahead, that economic recovery was in its very early' stages, and that some sectors such as housing were especially sensitive to emerging credit conditions." tm°A middle course was adopted by the Committee -one calling for the growth of M1A, M1B and M2 over the August-December period at annual rates of about 4 percent, 6.5 percent and 8.5 percent, respectively.
October 21 Meeting"
Preliminary data available at this meeting indicated that real CNP had expanded in the third quarter at an annual rate of 1 percent. Staff projections suggested that the third quarter marked the beginning of a recovery. Prices continued to rise at ahommt a 1.0.5 percent annual rate.
Early in the intermeeting period, data indicated that the monetary aggregates were continuing to grow at rates faster than those consistent with the Committee's objectives for the August-December period. Short-term interest rates also rose over the intermeeting period; long-term rates, however, changed little orm balance. In the day's just prior to the October 21 meeting, the federal funds rate was trading in the area of 12.50 to 13 percent, compared with 10,50 to 11 percent just before the last Committee meeting on Septemher 16.
In its discussion of policy for the near te,'m, all of the voting members favored the pursuit of a sharp reduction in monetary expansion over the final months of 1980 in order to reach their long-run money' growth objectives for the year. Nevertheless, as in the previmms meeting. members differed in their views about the exact short-run policy directive to be adopted. One group favored growth objectives for the final months of the year consistent with the growth rates adopted at the Committee's meeting in September; '~Il, iml., p. 880. '°Ibid.
"Reeord" (December 1980), pp. 908-73. that is, they would adjust for the overshoot in September in order to achieve the long-run objective of the Committee for the year.
Another group placed less significance on specify'ing short-run targets precisely consistent with the AugustDecember objectives and cited the volatility of shortrun money growth data.
Other members, while also seeking sharply reduced growth rates of the aggregates in the months ahead, attached less significance to targets precisely consistent with the August-to-December objectives adopted a month earlier, in light of the inherent volatility of the data in the short run. Committee actions affected the money supply only with some lag, and given actions already in place and the uncertainties of the economic outlook, the possibility could not be excluded that very ambitious short-run objectives with respect to restraint could generate undesirable instability-in both interest rates and the money supply over a somewhat longer period and thus be counter to the Committee's more fundamental goals. 22
The Committee adopted a short-run directive that attempted to reconcile the competing views expressed hy various groups. The Committee agreed to target paths for M1A, MIB and M2 over the SeptemberDecember period at annual rates of about 2.5 percent, 5 percent and 7.25 percent, respectively. It was noted that Mlii could exceed the upper bound of its long-run range if increases over the months ahead equaled or exceeded the adopted numerical specifications.
November 18 Meeting"
Data available to the Committee at this meeting suggested that economic activity was continuing to expand in the fourth quarter. Short-term interest rates rose 1.75 to 3 percentage points over the intem-meeting period, while long-term rates increased about 75 basis points. Staff projections suggested that growth of real output in the fourth quarter would be slightly greater than the 1 percent growth rate in real GNP for the third quarter. The staff's projections continued to predict little groxvth ov-e,-the next few quarters.
M1A and Mill grew at about 9 and 11 percent annual rates, respectively, in October and were substantially above the short-run objectives voted at the last Committee meeting. The growth of M2 accelerated slightly' to a 9 percent rate. Through Octoher, M1A was in the upper part of the Committee's annual "Ibid., pp. 971-72. Most members favored reaffirming the short-run objectives for the monetary aggregates over Septeinher-December that were voted at the last meeting, which would require sharp cleelimmes in the aggre'gates during the remainder of the 'ear. Members had differing views, however, on how aggressively' to pnirstmtthese objectives.
While favoring sham-pI~' reduced growth of the monetary aggregates in the pem-iod immediately ahead, a ,muniher of members expressed concern about inacivertently contributing to the volatility of intcu'est mates, because of the implications of such volatility for c'c-ommonuc' activity, for inflatiommary psychology, and for the functioning of financial markets. Specifically, a substantial reduction in the provision of nnnborrowed reserves or othem n,easnmc's in a highly aggressn'e pursuit of the short-run rnont'tarv gi-owth rates hei, ig eontenmplated might lead projnptlv to further increases in interest rates, which wem-e probably alremmdy coimstraimming the business recovery' and slowing nionetarv growth. Smmbseqt,ent declines in rates mnight he unduly large, aid if mnui etarv growth accelerated agaimm in lagged response, infiationan' expectations c-omild well he lmeightened.~'1 Shortly after the November meeting, data indicated that the monetary aggregates were growing considerably' faster than the rates consistent with the Committee's short-run objectives. In addition, the federal funds rate was just above 17 percent, the upper end of the range specified at the November meeting. During a telephone conference on November 26, the Committee raised the upper limit of the federal funds range to 18 percent. The federal finds rate continued to rise, however, and by the morning of December 5 was above 18 percent. On December 5 the Committee temporarily suspended the upper hound of the range, and on December 1.2 suspended the range until the next scheduled meeting.
December 18-19 Meeting"
Information analyzed at this meeting suggested that real economic growth would expammd more than in the previous quarter. Prices continued to rise at about a 10.5 percent annual rate. The trade-weighted value of the dollar against major foreign currencies had risen about 2.5 percent since the Committee's mid-November meeting. Staff projections suggested that real output growth, after some accelerated 2~l hid.,p. 30. mn"Record" (February 1981), pp. 149-54. grow'th io the current quarter. would ch'cline iim the first half of 1981. Slow economic growth during the rt'maining portion of 1931 was also projected. The rise in prices over this period was projected to remain rapid, hut not -as rapid as in 1980, (;ros\'th of MIA and Mill moderated in November but was still ahove the Comimiittc'e's objectives for the period fi-oni September to Dc'cemmihc'r. The-expansion of M2 and M3 in November continued to accelerate. I,, early Decemher, however, Mi~\and MIll were actually' falling. As measured from the fourth quarter of 1,979 through November, growth of MU was in the upper part of its long-run range: Ml B and M2. however, exceeclcd thc'ir respective long-run ranges, 'I'he Comnmnittee, in its consideration of a short-ternm policy' directive. reyiewc'd the tentative lomig-rmum ranges for 1.9~8l adopted in Jul~'.it was agreed that nione-m' growth over the first c 1 uarter of 1981 should be consistent with the tentative ranges adopted in July for 1981: targeted growth rates for the aggrt'-gates were intended to represent a 0.5 percentage point reduction in the ranges adopted for 1980, ahstracting from effects of deposit shifts connected with the introduction of NOW" accounts on a nationwide basis in January 1981.
In the short-run thd' Cotnniittc'c' sc'eks behavior of reserve aggregates associated witim growth of Ni IA, Ml 13 and M2 Over the first quarter aloimg a path eousistc-nt with the ranges for growth in 1981 contc'mplatcd earlier, which will he review-ed in February 1981 , Those matmg's abstracting from the effects of deposit shifts connected w'ith the introduction of NOW accounts on a i ationwide basis, imply growth in these aggrc'gates c'cimtc'red on 4.25 perc'ent, 4.75 percent. amid 7 pci-cent respectively. It is recognized that the immtrodnction of NOW' and ATS accoummts natan'isvide at the heginimiug of 1981 is likely to widemm the disc'repai cv between growth in NI IA and Mill to all exteimt that cannot now he accurately estimated, a,mdl operational reserve paths will I mc-developeci in liglmt of evaluation of those differences as they emerge 26
In other words, the Committee's task of nionitoi-ing and selecting money growth rates over the short-rmmn would have to rely on staff estimates of how these institutional changes were affecting growth of the aggregates. In turn, the Manager of the Open Market Desk wonld have to translate these short-term paths adopted by "abstracting from the effects of deposit shifts" into reserve paths consistent with these growth rates.
"ibid., p. 154.
